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In this paper, we examine the largest tolerance levels in integer programming
 .IP problems when the perturbation occurs on the right hand sides of the
constraints in positive or negative directions. Based on the properties of defined
stepsizes, we have not only revealed the nested and the inverted nested structures
of a parametric IP with a developed algorithm, but also analyzed the configuration
of a non-parametric IP with a comparative study. The complexity analysis is
incorporated with numerical examples. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
 .Consider an integer linear programming problem IP in the form
Minimize z s c t x s.t. Ax G b
Model P 1 .  .
x G 0 and x is integer,
where the cost coefficient, c, and the solution of the model, x, are n = 1
vectors having respective elements c and x , j s 1, . . . , n; the constraintj j
matrix A is an m = n matrix with elements a , i s 1, . . . , m, j s 1, . . . , n,i j
 .and the right hand side RHS b is an m = 1 vector with elements b ,i
i s 1, . . . , m. When a perturbation occurs, there are two approaches to
analyze the stability of a solution: one is by parametric analysis, and the
other is by non-parametric analysis. Both parametric and non-parametric
analyses involve identifying the sequence of optimal solutions with corre-
sponding tolerance intervals of the parameters and the solutions, respec-
tively. Therefore, a parametric integer linear programming problem on the
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case of the right hand side can be formulated in the form
Minimize z s c t x s.t. Ax G b q u b9Model Pu 2 .  .x G 0 and x is integer,
where b9 is the given vector of b, and the scalar u is the perturbed
parameter of the problem, which is normally allowed to vary from 0 to 1.
w xMuch research was devoted to this problem 1]3, 7]9, 10]12 ; and a
w xdetailed summary was made by Jenkins 6 .
w xIn our previous study 13 , we examined the structure of this problem
when the elements in the vector b9 can be mixed with positive and negative
 .values. That led us to define a stepsize to parametrize the model Pu .
w x  .Thus, Jenkins' 4 difficulty in solving completely the model Pu can be
overcome. Basically, we have one main finding among the following:
w x  .THEOREM 1 13 . For any constraint i in model Pu as  a x G b qj i j j i
u bX, if all entries a of the constraint matrix are integer, then when u ¨aries,i i j
the hyperplane defined by constraint i can pass no integral point unless the
integer portion of b q u bX alters.i i
This theorem states the fact that, if x* is the current optimal solution,
when a perturbation occurs on the RHS of constraint i, it remains optimal
unless the integer portion of b q u bX alters. Therefore, when more thani i
 .two constraints m G 2 are considered simultaneously, and when d is
taken to be
1
d s , 3 .X X 4least common multiple of b , . . . , b1 n
X  .then, any b q u b , for i s 1, . . . , m, are never integer when w y 1 ? d -i i
u - w ? d with w s 1, . . . , 1rd. Thus, all of the m hyperplanes Ax s b q
u b9 pass no integral point during these intervals of u .
Thus, we have the following definition:
w xDEFINITION 1 13 .
v  .d is defined to be the stepsize of Pu .
v The scalars w ? d with w s 0, 1, . . . , 1rd are the candidates of u .
v
XThe candidates of u that make b q u b integer are called the thei i
principal candidates of u . If there are R principal candidates, they are
denoted j  r: with r s 1, . . . , R.
When u varies, any induced optimal solution can be generated only at
the principal candidates of u .
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 .The difficulty of solving Pu with general b9 is induced from the
unpredictable point-values of u when the optimal solutions generated
according to the constraints with negative perturbations. However, in
order to keep track of all principal candidates of u , we have to test all
subproblems, including those having the same optimal solutions. As this
case appears only if there are negative perturbations, can we reduce the
complexity if only positive perturbation occurs? This problem is considered
in Section 2.
As a negative perturbation is geometrically distinct from a positive
perturbation, we consider it in Section 3.
In contrast to the defined parametric IP above, a non-parametric IP is
named after the concept of the corollary below, which was proposed by
w xGeoffrion and Nauss 2 :
w xCOROLLARY 1 2 . Let b9 satisfy Ax* G b9 G b. Then x* remains optimal
 .for P with b replaced by b9.
This corollary is important because it states that the allowed perturbed
range of the RHS can be as large as that shown in the corollary without
any computation. Thus, geometrically, we can move all hyperplanes de-
 .  .fined by the constraints, from Ax s b to Ax s Ax* , i s 1, . . . , m,i i i
directly; hence, though the feasible domain is shrunk, the optimality of the
current optimal solution is not destroyed.
We proceed to review the following definition and property:
w x  .DEFINITION 2 2 . A problem Q is said to be a restriction of problem
 .  .  .P if the feasible region of Q is entirely contained within that of P , and
 .  .if the objective function of Q is at least as large as that of P for the
 .feasible region of Q .
 .  .On the other hand, problem P is said to be a relaxation of problem Q .
w x  .Property 1 2 . If an optimal solution x* of P remains feasible in a
 .  .  .restriction Q of P , and if it has the same objective function value in Q
 .  .as in P , then it must be an optimal solution of Q .
 .  .Thus, Corollary 1 implies that if b9 G 0, then Pu 9 is a restriction of Pu
 .when u 9 ) u . The feasible domain can be shrunk to that of Pu * directly
and retains the optimality of the current solution x*, for which u * can be
obtained by x*. The exact value of u * is
Ax* y b . i i
min . 4 .X 5bi i
This minimal value of u occurs if there is at least one constraint binding
at x*.
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Thus, the differences between parametric analysis and non-parametric
analysis of an IP are discussed in Section 4, and a sufficient condition for
equivalence of the two analyses is presented.
 .In the following, z u denotes the function of u when the perturbation
 .occurs on the RHS, and we assume that P has a bounded, feasible
solution set with a single optimal solution existing in each allowed interval
of u .
2. PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS ON THE RESTRICTED CASE
 .In Model Pu , when the perturbation occurs along the positive direc-
tion, the feasible regions are shrunk, and according to Definition 2, the
induced feasible regions are the restriction of the original one and form a
nested structure.
w x  .Because Wang and Horng's algorithm 13 for Pu is a general case with
w xmixed values of b9, when the largest tolerance interval, say j , j * , of u is
 .determined to retain the feasibility of the current optimal solution, x j ,
one should detect if any superior integral point is generated by the
constraints with negative perturbation. However, for purely positive per-
turbation with b9 G 0, there is no constraint with negative bX. Hence, therei
is no infeasible solution that becomes feasible. Therefore, for the special
case of b9 G 0, detecting the newly generated solution is unnecessary.
 .Thus, the feasible region is shrunk to that of Pu at u s j *, and the next
iteration starts at a principal candidate of u that has the smallest value
greater than j *. The tolerance intervals can be determined directly in
w xsuch a way that the optimal solution k is retained in u g 0, j * if k s 1,
 ): x ):and j , j * if k G 2, in which j is the principal candidate of u for
 .which the optimal solution k y 1 is bound. Therefore, an algorithm for a
positive perturbation is proposed as follows:
 .Algorithm Pu for a Positi¨ e Perturbation
Step 1. Set j s 0, j Rq1: s `, and r s 1.
 .Step 2. Solve Pu at u s j , and obtain an optimal solution x*. Then
 .calculate j * ' u * with Eq. 4 .
 r: w xStep 3. If j s j with r s 1, then x* is optimal in 0, j * ; other-
  ry1: xwise, x* is optimal in j , j * .
Step 4. Set j s j  rq1: of which r satisfies j  r: s j *. If j F 1, goto
Step 2.
Step 5. Output the tolerance intervals.
Step 6. Stop.
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The following example serves to explain.
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the following problem
min 5x q 4 x 5 .1 2
s.t. 3 x q x G 12 q 4u 6 .1 2
4 x q 5x G 27 q 20u 7 .1 2
x G 0 and x is integer, i s 1, 2.i i
Solution. According to the Algorithm, d s 1r20, and the principal
candidates of u are wr20, w s 0, 1, . . . , 20. The solution process is summa-
rized in Table I.
 .In Table I, when u varies, each ``iteration'' means that model Pu is
w x w xsolved for each interval j 9, j j j , j * , with j 9 the previous adjacent
TABLE I
Solution Process of Example 1
Iter. Step Process
22:} 1 Set j s 0, j s `, r s 1.
t .1 2 x* s 3, 3 , j * s 0.
t .3 3, 3 is optimal in u s 0.
4 Setj s 1r20 F 1, goto Step 2.
t .2 2 x* s 3, 4 , j * s 5r20.
t .  x3 3, 4 is optimal in u g 0, 5r20 .
4 Set j s 6r20 F 1, goto Step 2.
t .3 2 x* s 3, 5 , j * s 5r20.
t .  x3 3, 5 is optimal in u g 5r20, 10r20 .
4 Set j s 11r20 F 1, goto Step 2.
t .4 2 x* s 3, 6 , j * s 15r20.
t .  x3 3, 6 is optimal in u g 10r20, 15r20 .
4 Set j s 16r20 F 1, goto Step 2.
t .5 2 x* s 3, 7 , j * s 20r20.
t .  x3 3, 7 is optimal in u g 15r20, 20r20 .
4 Set j s ` ) 1, goto Step 5.
} 5
x xu 0 0, 5r20 5r20, 10r20 
t t tx* 3, 3 3, 4 3, 5 .  .  .
x xu 10r20, 15r20 15r20, 1 
t tx* 3, 6 3, 7 . .  .
} 6 Stop.
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candidate of j . Thus, the number of solving IP may exceed one at each
iteration. When u varies outside this range, it is marked by y.
THEOREM 2. Except for the first optimal solution, the tolerance inter¨ als
of the following optimal solutions are left-open and right-closed.
Proof. Let us consider the first optimal solution. Because, when u
varies, the feasible regions are nested, the solution becomes feasible and
optimal from the current value, 0, until j *, the value of u that a constraint
binds. Therefore, it is closed or just a point-value of u .
As for the next optimal solution, as it is generated as soon as u ) j *,
and as it remains optimal until some constraint binds, thus its tolerance
interval is left-open and right-closed.
 .The algorithm for Pu with b9 G 0 resembles that proposed by Jenkins
w x  .5 . A distinction is that the values of u for Pu are solved. Jenkins'
 .procedure is to obtain the current optimal solution by solving Pu , and the
feasible region is shrunk until the optimality, or the feasibility of the
 .solution is violated. This process continues until Pu is entirely solved. As
little variation of u causes the optimal solution to become infeasible, one
has to choose it carefully.
 .However, our approach is to solve Pu at the principal candidates of u ,
i.e., the values of u for which each optimal solution is obtained. Thus there
is no danger of missing any optimal solution.
 .When u varies, we have the following two observations: 1 Because the
feasible regions have a nested property, the current optimal solution
 .maintains its feasibility until some constraint binds; and 2 The next
optimal solution is started as soon as the current optimal becomes infeasi-
ble. Thus, u can vary from one value to another directly, but constraints
bind at optimal solutions. Therefore, we have the following theorem:
THEOREM 3. If there are p optimal solutions, the complexity of our
algorithm is p.
If there are p optimal solutions, the complexity of Jenkins' algorithm is
w xalso p 5 . However, when u varies, as feasible regions are nested, and as
any induced optimal solution is generated only at principal candidates of
u , we have the following theorem:
THEOREM 4. If there are R principal candidates of u , then the complexity
of our algorithm in the worst-case is R.
Thus, we increase information about p.
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3. PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS OF THE RELAXED CASE
Although restriction and relaxation have opposite meanings, geometri-
cally, they differ much. Restriction shrinks a feasible region that is known,
but relaxation expands a feasible region with undetermined boundaries.
Thus, for relaxation, we have to detect the feasibility step by step to
prevent an optimal solution from being lost; further computation is re-
quired. However, we take advantage of the algorithm developed for the
restricted parametric analysis by investigating the relationship between
restriction and relaxation.
w x  .Because according to the developed algorithm 13 for the general Pu
 .we have to solve Pu at every principal candidate of u , even if they have
the same optimal solutions, it can be inefficient when the perturbed vector,
b9, is negative. However, if we can first relax the feasible region to the
 .  .maximum to obtain the feasible region of Pu by setting u s 1, then, Pu
with b9 F 0 can be treated like that with b9 G 0 when u varies from 1 to 0.
In this way, the extra computation for those with the same optimal
solutions is avoidable. The problem is whether these two procedures
generate the same results. The answer is the following:
 .THEOREM 5. Consider the problem Pu . The result is the same whether
 .we sol¨ e Pu with u ¨arying from 0 to 1, or from 1 to 0.
Proof. Suppose that there are R principal candidates of u , then first we
 .divide Pu into 2 R y 1 subproblems as
Pu with u g j Nr2: , j Nr2:q1 , N is even .  . :NPu s 8 .  .Nq1.r2: Pu with u s j , N is odd, .
where N s 1, 2, . . . , 2 R y 1.
 .Because there is at most one optimal solution of Pu at any two
w xadjacent principal candidates of u 13 , each subproblem has at most one
optimal solution. Therefore, if we solve each subproblem and then merge
 .the intervals that have the same optimal solution, then Pu is completed.
 .N :  .As Pu , with N s 1, . . . , 2 R y 1, is a partition of Pu , and each one
 .N :has at most one optimal solution, the order of the solutions of Pu is
immaterial.
 .According to this theorem, we can solve Pu with b9 F 0 under the
 .same principle for b9 G 0. Similar to Eq. 4 , the principal candidates of u
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when the first constraint is bound at the current optimal solution are
b y Ax* . ii
max , 9 .X 5bi i
and it will be denoted by j **.
 .Algorithm for Pu with Negati¨ e Perturbation
Step 1. Set j s 1, j 0: s y`, and r s R.
 .Step 2. Solve Pu at u s j , and obtain an optimal solution x*. Then
 .calculate j ** with Eq. 9 .
 r: w  rq1:.Step 3. If j s j with r / R, then x* is optimal in j **, j ,
w xor j **, 1 if r s R.
Step 4. Set j s j  ry1: of which r satisfies j  r: s j *. If j G 0, goto
Step 2.
Step 5. Output the tolerance intervals.
Step 6. Stop.
Remark 1. Because each step in this algorithm corresponds to one for
 .Pu with a positive perturbation, the example is omitted. However, we
 .should note that: 1 In Step 1, u is initialized with 1 so that the feasible
 .region is relaxed to the maximum; 2 In Step 3, except the first optimal
solution, the tolerance interval is left-closed and right-open. It is different
from that of b9 G 0.
4. NON-PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS
As Corollary 1 provides a tool to determine the ranges of perturbations
on the RHS without parameters, we call this approach non-parametric
analysis. In this section, we investigate its properties by comparison with
parametric analysis.
Based on Corollary 1, each constraint of a non-parametric analysis can
be moved independently and be bound. However, for a parametric model
 .such as Pu , the movement of each constraint is decided commonly by u .
Once some but not all constraints are bound at x*, if we force others to be
found at x* as in the case of Corollary 1, then x* becomes infeasible. Thus
movements of different constraints are dependent. Knowing the difference
between these two approaches, we discuss under what condition they
become the same.
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Because negative perturbations can be treated as the reverse of the
positive perturbations, we consider the case of only positive ones.
Consider the constraint i in  a x s b q u bX and the current optimalj i j j i i
solution x*, then the distance, S , from constraint i to x* isi
 a xU y b y u bXj i j j i i
S s , 10 .i 1r22 a .j i j
and when u varies from u 9 to u 0, the moving speed V of the constraint ii
following the direction of the gradient is
 a xU y b y u 9bX  a xU y b y u 0 bXj i j j i i j i j j i i
V s y u 0 y u 9 11 .  .i 1r2 1r22 2 / a  a .  .j i j j i j
u 0 y u 9 bX . is u 0 y u 9 12 .  .1r22 / a .j i j
bXis . 13 .1r22 a .j i j
From the relation of time, speed, and distance, any two constraints have
the following property.
THEOREM 6. For constraints i9 and i0, they are bound at one solution
point simultaneously if and only if
S Si9 i0s . 14 .
V Vi9 i0
As the feasible region of IP is discrete, we have the following theorem.
 U U U . tTHEOREM 7. If x* s x , x , . . . , x is feasible, then x s1 2 n new
 U U U U . tx , x , . . . , x q 1, . . . , x is still feasible if and only if column j of matrix1 2 j n
A is greater than or equal to zero.
Proof. Suppose the u * satisfy b q u *b9 s Ax*. Let A be column j ofj
A, and let e be the n = 1 column vector with element j equal to one andj
others being zero, then
Ax s Ax* q Ae 15 .new j
s b q u *b9 q A 16 .  .j
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thus,
Ax G b q u *b9 17 .new
if and only if A G 0. This condition is true if and only if x is feasible.j new
The following theorem based on the latter two theorems provides us
with a method to test whether the results of these two approaches are the
same before solving the whole problem.
 . 1THEOREM 8. Consider Pu with b9 G 0, if x* s x is an optimal solu-
 .tion of Pu at u s 0 and satisfies
 .1 all constraints are bound at x*, and
 .2 A G 0 withu
a a a1u 2 u nus s ??? s , 18 .X X Xb b b1 2 n
 4where u is the index of min c , then all constraints become bound at each ofj j
the remaining optimal solutions.
 .Proof. 1 We first prove that when u increases, optimal solution k has
the form
x k s xU q k y 1u ukx : , j / u. 19 .Uk x s xj j
The proof follows by mathematical induction.
For k s 1, because x* s x1 as defined, x1 s xU s xU q 1 y 1, thus itu u u
holds for k s 1.
Suppose that it still holds for k s N. When k s N q 1, suppose x Nq1
does not have the same form, then there exists at least one h / u such
that A G 0 andh
x Nq1 s xU q d , d G 1. 20 .n h
According to Theorem 7, if no such h exists, then solution x is merely
improved in the component x .u
c t x Nq1 G c xU q c xU q d 21 .  . j j h h
j/h
G c xU q c xU q 1 22 .  . j j h h
j/h
s c xU q c q c xU 23 . j j h u u
j/u
s c xU q c xU q c rc 24 .  . j j u u h u
j/u
G c xU q c xU q 1 . 25 .  . j j u u
j/u
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 Nq1 Nq1 Nq1. tAccording to Theorem 7, x , . . . , x q 1, . . . , x is still feasible,1 u n
and is thus superior to x Nq1. It contradicts the optimality of x Nq1.
 .2 Now we prove all constraints to be bound.
For any different constraints i9 and i0, suppose that we have optimal
 .solution k and seek to move to that at k q 1. The distance, from Eq. 10 ,
between x k and x kq1 is
 a x kq1 y b y j bXj i9 j j i9 k i9
S s , 26 .i9 1r22 a .j i9 j
where j is the value of u such that b q j b9 s Ax k, thus,k k
 a xU q a xU q k y  a xU y a xU q k y 1 .  .j/ u i9 j j i9u u j/ u i9 j j i9u u
S si9 1r22
X a .j i j
27 .
ai9us . 28 .1r22 a .j i9 j
 .The speed of constraint i9 Eq. 13 is
bXi9
V s . 29 .i9 1r22 a .j i9 j
It is the same for constraint i0 that
ai0 u
S s , 30 .i0 1r22
Y a .j i j
bYi0
V s . 31 .i0 1r22
Y a .j i j
Suppose a rbX s z for all i s 1, . . . , m, theniu i
S aXi9 i9s s z , 32 .XV bi9 i9
S aXi0 i0s s z . 33 .XV bi0 i0
kq1According to Theorem 6, all constraints become bound at x .
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the same problem as in Example 1.
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1  . t 1  . tSolution. In this example, x s 3, 3 , j s 1r4, Ax s 12, 27 , and1
 . tb q j b9 s 12, 27 , thus, the first requirement is satisfied. Besides, u s 2,1
A G 0, and a rbX s 1r4 s 5r20 s a rbX , thus, the second require-2 12 1 22 2
ment is also satisfied. Therefore, the constraints become bound at the
remaining optimal solutions. We verify this condition with Table II.
According to the third and fourth columns of Table II, Ax k s b q j b9k
for all k s 1, . . . , 5, thus the constraints are bound simultaneously at each
of the optimal solutions.
 .COROLLARY 2. Consider Pu with b9 G 0, if it satisfies the condition
stated in Theorem 8, then
 .  .1 optimal solution k has the form of Eq. 19 ,
 .2 the objecti¨ e is a step function and is increased at an equal step with
 4the ¨alue of min c .j j
 .Proof. 1 It was already proved in the first part of the proof of
Theorem 8.
 .  42 According to the first part, suppose u to be the index of min c ,j j
then for all k G 1,
c t x kq1 y c t x k s c xU q c k j j u
j/u
y c xU q c k y 1 34 .  . j j u /
j/u
s c . B 35 .u
This result can be shown according to the fifth column of Table II, of
which the difference of two sequential objective values is constant at 4, the
minimal value of c , j s 1, 2.j
TABLE II
Solution of Example 2
k kk x rj Ax b q j b9 z*k k
t t t .  .  .1 3, 3 r0 12, 27 12, 27 27
t t t .  .  .2 3, 4 r5r20 13, 32 13, 32 31
t t t .  .  .3 3, 5 r10r20 14, 37 14, 37 35
t t t .  .  .4 3, 6 r15r20 15, 42 15, 42 39
t t t .  .  .5 3, 7 r20r20 16, 47 16, 47 43
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we examined the directed perturbations on the RHS of an
IP from both parametric and non-parametric points of view. As the main
issue to determine the tolerance levels of an IP is to decide the stepsizes,
in this study, the exact stepsizes of both positive and negative perturba-
tions are proposed. Based on the properties of the stepsize, an algorithm
to solve parametric programming with positive perturbations is developed
with complexity p, the number of optimal solutions. This algorithm is
shown to be applicable to the case of negative perturbations based on their
property of reverse relation.
Regarding the non-parametric analysis based on Geoffrion and Nauss
w x2 in 1977, we made some comparison. With the non-parametric approach,
all constraints are bound at the current optimal solution, whereas this case
fails for the proposed parametric analysis with a single parameter. Thus,
we have proposed a sufficient condition that tells when and whether all
constraints can be bound at the sequence of optimal solutions before we
solve it with our algorithm.
In conclusion, in this study we have investigated the structures of the
directed perturbations on the constraints of an IP. Based on these struc-
tures, the relations of different perturbations from reverse direction are
presented. To analyze these perturbations, we consider and compare both
parametric and non-parametric approaches. As for non-parametric analy-
sis, the tolerance level can be obtained directly from the paper by Geof-
w xfrion and Nauss 2 . We thus developed an efficient algorithm for paramet-
ric analysis in this study.
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